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About This Game

Discover the wonders of an uncharted island and help the natives restore their ravaged land to its former glory in Moai: Build
Your Dream! Overcome the fury of an active volcano, hordes of attacking ghosts and the threat of dwindling resources as you
guide the hero and a native princess on their quest. Coax the resources you need to survive and rebuild villages out of the earth.
Calculate the quickest way to accomplish your tasks in order to unlock dozens of brag-worthy achievements. And learn to use
powerful Moai statues to defend your workers as they perform the tasks you assign. There will never be a dull moment as you
enjoy the colorful graphics, life-life character animations, and dazzling comic book style story interludes in Moai: Build Your

Dream!

Comic book style cutscenes

Outstanding visual design

Addictive gameplay
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Title: MOAI: Build Your Dream
Genre: Casual, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Alawar Entertainment, Toyman Interactive
Publisher:
Buka Entertainment
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Video 64 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 128 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Swedish,Portuguese
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"Cujo, Cujo!"

  Ever wanted to play a Mummy wolf out to hunt and kill all the bad humans who've stolen her wolf cub? Of course you have.
We ALL have.

  In Nocturnal Hunt you get to do just that, using stealth and heightened senses to attack or sneak past a pack of evil hunters who
stand between you and your offspring. It's a short but compelling - and even surprisingly heart-tugging! - little game which
positively drools quality, on every conceivable level.

  Magnificent graphics, fantastic world and character design, brilliant mapping, highly intuitive gameplay...it's all here,
suggesting that these devs may be ready to go toe-to-toe with the AAAs in no time. They might have to make a slightly
LONGER game to do so, though, given that this one can apparently be beaten in under fifteen minutes...a fact which arguably
makes its six dollar price tag a tad steep, though the sheer volume and variety of Achievements ensures considerable
replayability for those to whom such things matter.

  If, like me, you occasionally crave a brief bit of stealth-kill gameplay without the obligation of starting up a twenty-hour game
in which your body count slowly, steadily (and ultimately quite tediously) soars into the hundreds, then this is the game for you.
Your wolf can even SWIM, which is pretty impressive in a world chock-full of video game characters who perish the instant
they come into contact with any sizeable body of water.

  Devs of the world: more first-person games with animal protagonists, please. We've already done guns to death; time for more
variety, methinks.

  Verdict: 9\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). Rating: 6\/10

Now that I have finished this game (100% completion), I feel that I can give a good solid review of its quality. First, you have to
approach this game as if you were going to be playing an old NES title. From the graphics to the music, this game, for all intents
and purposes feels like it should be played on the console. That being said, let me get one major issue that I hope is addressed by
the developers in a future patch soon; This game has no controller support. This is unfortunate, and I know some people will be
miffed about it. What the developers did do, is provide comprehensive key mapping. I typically play emulators of my games
when I am away from home, so I am no stranger to playing these games on a keyboard. While the keymapping feature is a big
plus, I will admit this game would have been more enjoyable with a controller in hand.

While I would like to call this game a spiritual successor to "The Battle of Olympus", I feel that it would be a disservice to the
game itself. I am personally a big fan of Battle of Olympus, and after watching the trailer for the game I immediately saw all the
aspects of fun I had from that game in it (even the sound effects) The game is not precisely what the trailer shows which was a
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little jarring at first. I am not sure what part of the design process changed this, but in the end I felt that it didn't hurt or hinder
the gameplay. What you get in this package is a quasi metroidvania experience that, for the price tag, ends up simplifying alot of
the complexities that made Battle of Olympus unaccessable to some players.

The game is simple, the quests are obvious, and the world itself requires little attention to really keep tabs on where all the
unlockables are. Replay-value of the game is a short comming, but if you are like me and enjoy retreading ground to try and
finish the game in faster times, there is a very small amount of RNG to worry about. Outside of that I can see the game
suffering. On a positive note, the asking price is completely reasonable for the investment. Five American dollars for a NES
Erra style 8-bit game is not a bad gig in my book.

I managed to finish this game in around 3 hours on my first playthrough (got lost a couple times, and had some extra back
tracking and grinding that I discovered was completely unnessesary). It is not a difficult game, and the most frustrating part of it
is the simple technical issues that crop up every now and again. There are occasional situations where your attack does not work,
and jumps stop half way in their height. I am not sure how to replicate the probelms, they seemed to be intermitent at best, but I
did manage to eat a few enemy attacks and fall into one or two pits as a result. They are annoying, I would love to see them
fixed, but since I can't readily replicate the issues, I am not sure if they ever will be patched. So until I see a patc; consider it a
price of admission much the same as you would an NES title of the past.

This game also has some bizzare hit detection issues, but I have never had them NOT work in my favor (which was odd.) It is
rare that you can complain about a game giving the player the advantage, so I figured i would go ahead and mention it anyway,
in the spirit of potential fixes that may come down the pipe-line (if the devs do patch the system) The only other real technical
problem that I encountered in the game, was in the final stage (olympus) and the second to last (forgive the lack of spelling for
the name, but the waterfall area) the music decided to jump to overwhelming volumes. It overrode all the sound in the game,
and I had to reduce my head set to accomodate it. Two areas of the game had this problem so I didn't find it a deal breaker or
anything.

All and all I recommend this game to the audience that will give it a look over. I had fun despite running into a couple of snaggs
provided due to the "non-linear" options the game allows. You can fight bosses before you are ready, and the challenge goes
from significant to impossible when you do so. So as a final warning, when playing, if you do hit a snag, don't jump to
complaints like I did, just go back around the world and find the items that will make the game a cake walk. There are no dead
ends in the game, and it is a pretty solid experience, and definitely worth the price of admission.

I will hold the options to adjust the rating for the game if some of the issues with the game are addressed in future releases. I do
enjoy the game, and will probably be keeping tabs on it. But until then, hope this helps. If you want a further look into the game,
I have a full series from start to finish that will be available on youtube starting 4\/25\/15.. This game has an amazing flight
system, it feels exactly like what its like to fall or fly in a dream. The game as it is right now is fun enough with flying around,
but it would add so much more if there were things like destructible objects, multiplayer, more options for wlight and weapons
maybe. Even so keep up witht the great work and great job!. The AI of this game is just horrendous, only the A part is present
and the I part is completely missing. I'd say it's probably written by some drunken high school student as weekend homework
and he's very lazy too so months after the release there's still no improvement at all. I mean come on, please just spend two
hours of your day to add a few lines of if then else into your code, for instance if there are more enemies than allies then don't
go forward, if all enemies are pushing mid then stop farming the whole jungle upside down and join your teammates, if there's a
team fight on the edge of your basis and you're two steps away then just walk there instead of recalling, etc. Or you know what?
If you can't even handle this level of programming then you should quit your job and give it to someone else who does care..
While i was messing around to make the screen full sized i could reach the options button to change the settings back. Fun game
thats a problem.. Okay, the sound is good, the graphic just like minecraft, the monster is funny and it's good for children to play
because it's cheap. However, it's hard to play. Where is the save button, i have to finish the quest and even level up just to save
my game. However, i just play a little bit of the game. Hope it will be better and better in the future. The health is extremely
hard to get, it's a fun part of the game but if it's too hard. People will hard to enjoy it.
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TruFakt: I have completed this game twice on other computers so my hours logged are not accurate.

> Be mid game
> Whole gang still has the boyfriend buff from high school stage
> Try to gambit police for something
> Loose all BFs
> '♥♥♥♥'
> Try to date again
> 'nine ♥♥♥♥ing levels are you ♥♥♥♥ing kidding" ?
> Live as spinsters for the rest of the game.

Edit: Also, Constable Desk is the best character of gaming of all time.. I hated this game to be honest. Only reason I kept
playing was for a couple achievements to save my stats just a bit.
The physics are odd and you get punished for using the one control you have in the whole game by losing points.
There is no way to predict how high\/low the eye will go with a short push on the control since the screen will suddenly tilt out
of nowhere. Then you can just sit back and watch youself crash into a wall - Wonderful, sigh.
Very luck based and frustrating!. No in-game menu, the puzzles are ridiculous, the physics are horrible, low-poly models, bad
audio, you can't save your progress, and you and at least one object can definitely fall through the floor.

Do not buy this game.

Apparently, they have a part 2. I'm not sure why. They probably should have made sure the first part worked before making a
second.. Stanley Milgram Experiment: The Game.

10/10, would never replay again.

... thought I, but turns out, the story is good.. I'm not sure why this has mostly negative reviews so far, It's what it say's on the
tin,. Simple and satisfying. Gracefully combines classic shooter elements with modern mechanics. A mix between Quake and
Call of Duty. Fast paced and intense, but still casual enough to be played with friends. The servers are anything but populated,
but there's bot support.

This game gets a lot of stuff right, especially it's satisfying gunplay. It's free, what do you have to lose?. Play the insanly better
game 'Defence Grid' (instead). Or 'Defence Grid 2' (not released while writing this review)
For those who have done that (and only for those, every body else: play DG! It's really so much better) and are still looking for a
tower defence game ... well I try to make it short.

Very small selection of towers, enemy types don't have any special abilities (just more hit points), unspent ressources are not
awarding interest (so no need to act economical), only very few in-game tower statistics and important stats like Kills or DPS of
towers are missing, the 3 different targeting choices of towers work unreliable at best, towers are just placed next to the path the
enemy takes (so no option to place towers on a free grid to influence paths etc.).

On the bright side: over 20 maps, even on medium difficulty some early maps are challenging (esp. if you are looking for a
flawless win) and an interactive feature (> hellfire; activated manually) to increase DPS considerably. Hellfire charges with time
for each upgraded tower and adds a nice real-time tactic effect to the game.

Conclusion: A tower defense game ... best suited on mobile platforms, rather less for PC.
(I played it anyway while waiting for the release of DG2, so I should give it a recommendation I guess ... such a confusing world
we live in ;-) ). The art style is really something, a nice nod to the old Castlevania series with something new and personal.
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However the game is not what you can expect: it's an old school arcade, with wide single room-levels full of enemies and you
mus simply kill everyone to go to the next level, similar in concept to what Bubble bobble or Snow Bros are.
And the game in these terms is pretty fun, nut it lacks a lot: you can finish it in about half an hour, there are only few levels...
There is also an "old crt view" filter that can't be disabled, it didn't bother me but some people can find it quite annoying, and
you have to keep it.
But the worst thing I found among all are the controls. The character moves quite smoothly, but there is a really long delay from
when you press the attack button and when the attack starts. It gets even worse: you can't attack while moving or jumping, you
have to be still (or crouched) to attack. I don't know why the developer choose these controls but it's really frustrating.
The price is low, but I feel it's still overpriced at the moment.. Pretty good game with interesting story. Very good combat and
cool soundtrack. Pixelart graphic makes it good looking.. Not going to lie, it's hard. Some of these are kinda devilish. But it is
soooooo much fun. The game works wonders, the graphing tool included can help figure out some of the patterns, and the
challenges stay fair. But, it's hard. That makes it that much more satisfying when you wrap your head around the levels and
figure out a way to reach your goal.
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